Chapter

Revenue Management
with Capacity Controls
The operations mmager consiantl) struggles v ith a linus supply process to better match it
to demand. In fact, most of our discussion in this text has concentrated on hoxx the supply
process can he better organized, structured, and managed to make it more produclixe and
responsive. But if supph, is so inflexible that it cannot he adjusted to meet demand, then
another approach is needed, hi particular, this chapter takes the opposite approach: Instead
of matching supply to demand, we explore hoxx demand can be adjusted to match supply.
The artous techniques for achiex inc this objective are collected under the umbrella term
rei’cinw iiiiiunc’inuiii. xx hich is also refirred to as cold !IIuJIuge/ile!11. Broadly speaking.
revenue management is the science of maximizing the revenue earned li’om a fixed supply.
This cliaptei discusses tso specific techniques xx itltin rex enue niandgement: p!’otcuflon
lL’ix’I,, hooking linhiI.\ and oit’i’looling. \\ e xx ill see’that protection lex els and hooking
limits are really txx o di ffirent concepts that implement the same techniquei I hose tech
niques perform rex enue management x ia capacity controls: that is, they adjust oxer time
the axailahilitv of capacit\ Prices are taken as fixed, SO protection lexels and ox erbooking
attempt to maximize rex enue without changing prices.
We begin the chapter with a brief introduction to rex enue management: its histoi’y. its
success stories, and some ‘margin arithmetic” to explain xxhy it can he so powerful. We
next illustrate the application of protection lex els and overhookitig to an example from the
hotel industry. The tinal sections discuss the implementation of these techniques in prac
tice and summarite insights.
.

15.1

Revenue Management and Margin Arithmetic
Revenue management techtitques vvere first dexeloped in the airline industry in the early
I 90s. Because each floxx n segment is a perishable asset (once a plane leaves the gate,
there are no additional opportunities to earn additional revenue on that particular flight),
the airlines xx anted to maximize the revenue they earned on each flight, xx hich is all the
more important given the razor—thin profit niargitis in the industry. For example, the ax er—
age airline operates with about 73 percent of its seats lilled but needs to till about 70 per
cent of its seats to break even: on a 100—seat aircraft, the difference hctxx ccii making and
losing money is measured by a hatidful of passengers.
Despite the challenge to make a profit in the airline industry, rexenue management
is considered a success: American Airlines credits revenue management techniques for
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